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Modern Warfare 4 edition will include all previous.You are here:Home/News/Patents/Scientists: Artificial cells developed to self repair inside human body Scientists: Artificial cells developed to self repair inside human body Scientists: Artificial
cells developed to self repair inside human body In the future, scientists could someday create cells that could be injected into a person and that would self-assemble and then repair themselves inside the body. They hope this system could

not only replace surgical procedures to fix damaged tissues, but may also be used to build replacement organs. To investigate how these cells could be used to repair defects inside the body, researchers from the California Institute of
Technology in Pasadena created an artificial cell that mimics cell receptor and also includes a self-destruct mechanism. Discovery News recently wrote about the synthetic cell in an article titled, “Researchers develop synthetic cells that

could repair themselves,” here. A team of researchers led by Ashok Goel and John Macapád, in the Division of Chemical Engineering at the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, worked to create the synthetic cells, which could be
injected into a person’s body. Goel said the team wanted to develop a system that could self-assemble and then repair the defects. “The cells have both the synthetic component, which could replace damaged tissue, and the self-destruct

component that could be used to remove them if they assemble in the wrong place,” he said. The team used the synthetic lipid to mimic how cellular membranes are made of lipid bilayers that contain different kinds of molecules. This
structure is similar to how a cell membrane is made of different kinds of compounds. “We have created a system that you could put in a dish and that can spontaneously separate into two parts,” he said. The team’s synthetic cells could also
be programmed to act like common biological cells. The researchers revealed they could alter a synthetic cell’s functionality to act like a cancer cell and a normal cell. The team could also remove the cells from the body and then determine

what it had learned. Macapád explained how the team was able
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